CEO Summit and Panel Discussion:
The Potential, Promise, and Value of Radiopharmaceutical Therapy

Friday, June 11 | 6:15-8:15 pm EDT

This informative discussion focuses on system-wide ways to improve patient access and clinical outcomes, including how we can ensure the right and most patients have access to the best possible therapeutic outcomes, and what lessons we can learn from the past to ensure new therapies get from bench to bedside more effectively.
Moderators

Satoshi Minoshima, MD, PhD
Chair, SNMMI Value Initiative

Alan Packard, PhD
President, SNMMI

Richard Wahl, MD, FACNM, FACR
President-elect, SNMMI
Advanced Accelerator Applications, a Novartis Company

Transforming patients' lives by leading innovation in nuclear medicine and targeted radioligand therapy for oncology indications.

Mike Rossi
General Manager, US
Blue Earth Diagnostics, A Bracco Company

Developing precision radiopharmaceuticals for patients with cancer.

Terri Wilson
President
Co-Chair, SNMMI Value Initiative
Cardinal Health

With more than 40 years of experience and insight in the radiopharmaceuticals industry, we develop, manufacture, compound, dispense and deliver radiopharmaceuticals with expert efficiency to the highest regulatory standards so our customers can be confident in the care they provide.

Tiffany Olson
President, Nuclear & Precision Health Solutions
ImaginAb

A pioneering biotech company, innovating for tomorrow with modern radiopharmaceutical advances, we are reimagining the future of immune oncology care paths, removing the need for repeat, painful biopsies and assisting physicians with the precise insight they need to make smarter, more timely decisions on treatment paths. Our aim is to transform patient care, and help patients live better and healthier lives.

Ian Wilson
CEO
Isotopia

Provider of key components for targeted cancer therapeutics. Build a commercial portfolio of peptide targeted drugs for theragnostic uses. Manufacture and distribute advanced and innovative tools to provide meaningful medical care for patients, first and foremost.

Dr. Eli Shalom
CEO
Jubilant Radiopharma

Mission statement to be added...

Sergio Calvo
President, Radiopharmaceuticals Division
Lantheus

At Lantheus, we develop, manufacture and commercialize essential diagnostic imaging agents and products that help healthcare professionals identify disease and improve patient treatment and care.

Mary Anne Heino
President and CEO
NorthStar Medical Radioisotopes, LLC

We are an emerging leader with new solutions in the field of nuclear medicine technology.

Stephen Merrick
President and CEO
Siemens Healthineers

We expand precision medicine through solutions that make diagnosis quicker and more accurate, reduce unwarranted variations, and enable personalized therapies, so that high-value care is provided for every patient at the right time.

Jim Williams
CEO

Matt Shah
Vice President, Global Sales and Marketing
Telix Pharmaceuticals

To help patients with cancer live longer, better quality lives.

Christian Behrenbruch, PhD
CEO and Managing Director
Voximetry

Voximetry is a software company committed to Personalized RPT Treatment Planning by providing patient-specific treatment plans to meet physician prescriptions for tumor toxicity and critical organ exposure limits.
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